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cómo reencarnar al templo mayor usando blender
2022 (wip)

format:   online video tutorial, film, installation
materials:  .jpg, .psx, obj, .png, .blend, .mov and .mp4 files
images:  image of  “top bell”, one of  the markers created to make the point cloud 3d model out of  drone photographs of  the mexico city metropolitan cathedral 
  video still depicting the cathedral’s deformed point cloud model using metashape, a photogrammetry software
  video still showing the 3d model generated of  the cathedral on blender, with a slight deformation on the left side bell tower

link to video preview

(eng. tr. how to reincarnate templo mayor using blender)
a step-by-step video tutorial into learning blender through the 
mexico city metropolitan cathedral, a structure built through 
the destruction of  tenochtitlan’s major mexica centre, the 
first political statement by the spanish following the conquest. 
using drone photography taken of  the cathedral after a major 
earthquake in mexico city as starting point, a hybrid is generated 
merging both architectures. an opportunity for digital rebirth.

surveillance systems have evolved from merely visual systems to 
data mining systems; informatic models capable of  capturing 
behaviour and features beyond visual representation—such as 
biometrics and photogrammetry. following colonial practices, 
data mining systems are built as infrastructures of  extraction, 
aiming to “map” the entire world of  objects, motions and 
behaviours in order to predict, profit and control.

the video is part of  my current research “what loads up, 
ghosts around”, looking at the format of  the “how to” video 
as a learning tool capable of  generating alternative knowledge 
channels and its potential for alter anthropology and refusal. 
collective communal wisdom to fall away from algorithmic 
recognition and to take these maps away and use them as 
testaments of  collective knowledge.

https://vimeo.com/650572148






if  wishes where horses... (working title)
2022 (wip)

format:   augmented reality, installation, sound
materials:  .obj, .usdz, .fbx, .png and .py files, ipad/iphone, raspberry pi, self-driving car, tv monitor, paper and cardboard.
images:  early sketch of  half-human, half-horse augmented reality “creature”
  early tests of  augmented reality app
  drawing of  mounted spanish conquistador juxtaposed on an image of  mounted police “controlling” a crowd in london

horses played an important role during the spanish conquest 
of  mexico. as a never seen before creature, the first encounter 
of  the mexica with this half-animal half-human (mounted) 
immediately created an unbalanced perspective of  the 
encountered “other”, leading to a power dynamic that will ease 
the spanish infiltration in the land.

moving forward, the mounted horse is still used as a symbol of  
power by the police force as ways to control large crowds.

“if wishes where horses...” is an interactive installation using 
augmented reality,  machine learning  and physical computing. 
it consists of  a series of  augmented reality creatures moving 
an audience through space using crowd control techniques. it 
looks to recreate the bewilderment of  this first encounter by 
the mexica through emerging technologies and it’s underlying 
cohersion by juxtaposing it with current policing methods. 

by placing the viewer in this temporary occupation of  the 
mexica perspective, the work aims at starting an understanding 
and unlearning process of  the colonial methods that are still in 
place.





severed words (ocho-presagios)

2022

format:   website
materials:  .php, .css, .js, and .txt files, 
images:  “thunder” one of  the words from my personal collection of  objects from ocho-presagios.mx displayed as a jade textured rendered object.
  screenshot with the website (ocho-presagios.mx) and “frenzy”, displayed as an archeological study with a still from the video game “tomb raider: underworld” as desktop background.
  installation view of  “severed words” as part of  the group show “happy tide will flood again” at 5 florence street, glasgow, uk.

link to artwork

an omen is a force looking forward, a desire to look into the 
future by observing the present. the eight badly omens are a 
series of  bad happenings the mexica witnessed, foretelling the 
arrival of  the conquistadores as the return of  quetzalcoatl—the 
creation deity. marking the end of  the fifth cycle of  birth, death, 
and reincarnation.

ocho-presagios.mx is an ephemeral website hosting these accounts. 
after every visit to the site, a word from the text is downloaded 
to the visitor’s computer/mobile as a 3d object for them to 
keep, thus vanishing completely from the site. the work uses 
cyberspace to mimic the act of  looting and categorization that 
the mexica where subject to. the work functions as an attempt 
to provoke self-consciousness not through confrontation, but by 
temporarily occupying.

the installation “severed words”, follows a museum-like display 
showcasing my personal collection of  words taken from the 
website as if  part of  a museum’s ethnographic collection. here 
the future is suddenly stopped by a force attempting to push 
backwards.

https://ocho-presagios.mx/
https://ocho-presagios.mx
http://los.ocho-presagios.mx/
https://ocho-presagios.mx/
https://ocho-presagios.mx






theworkout.ch

in collaboration with jeanne tullen we imagine the workout of  
the future. humans and computers have developed a relationship 
based on symbiotic mutualism through the hardware that 
connects them, and the ‘human’ line that once divided them 
is now blurred. theworkout.ch explores the potential of  online 
workouts as triggers for physical interactivity and performability 
while simultaneously looking at their potential for machine 
learning. 

presented as a website offering an interactive workout 
tutorial, theworkout.ch is in fact an experiment, looking at the 
hybridisation of  the human-machine body and developing 
innovative ways of  physically engaging with digital mediums.

with support from pro helvetia and the swiss cultural fund uk.

2021

link to artwork
link to video documentation

format:   performative website
materials:  .php, .css, .js, .json, and .gif  files, laptop computer with a camera, yoga mat
images:  user performing theworkout.ch with his personal computer
  screenshot of  theworkout.ch in use above a cgi gym background

https://theworkout.ch
https://theworkout.ch
https://theworkout.ch/
https://vimeo.com/530821810
https://theworkout.ch/
https://theworkout.ch/




next to you (in-malibu.mx)

for many years, california has represented a cultural and 
geographical centre: the birthplace of  “cool”, a place of  endless 
sun, beaches, and possibilities. a mythical image of  the promised 
land, the ideal lifestyle. 

it is also the place form which i got deported and banned from 
the usa in 2017. 

“next to you (in-malibu.mx)” is a longing for a place that i can’t 
physically access but i can virtually occupy. a website where 
i have been singing “malibu” by miley cyrus in loop since 
december 3, 2017, the date of  my deportation. by transferring 
“real world” data of  myself  — my facial expressions, captured 
through biometrics—and a place—a livestream of  malibu beach 
and a pacific time zone clock— and making them cohabit in a 
usa hosted website, i can bypass these geographical limitations 
imposed on me.

2019

link to artwork’s website
link to desktop choreography video

format:   website, video
materials:  .html, .css, .js, and .mp4 files, malibu beach livestream, ‘malibu’ song, ipad, 40’ tv monitor, official deportation documents, eames chair
images:  view of  malibu beach from a networked cctv camera
  still from the computer desktop chorus choreography made with the in-malibu.mx website
  installation view at the glue factory, glasgow, uk

http://in-malibu.mx
http://in-malibu.mx/
https://vimeo.com/385955900
http://in-malibu.mx/





